
1)  Place End Bases (#3) 22 feet apart. Locate the Center T-bar Support (#1) and Stand (#2), and   
 place at center.
2)  Insert the T-Bar (#1) into the Stand (#2) until the button clicks. Then put Center Spreader Tube   
 (#7) through the hole in the T-bar Stand (#1).
3)  Insert the Horizontal Bent Base Tubes (#4) into the horizontal openings on each of the End Bases  
 (#3) on both sides of the court. Then starting at one end, connect 3 Horizontal Straight Tubes (#6)  
 to the Horizontal Bent Tube (#4).
4) Connect the Center Spreader Tube (#7) into the 3rd Horizontal Straight Tube (#6). On the other  
 side of the Center Spreader Tube (#7) connect the remaining 2 Horizontal Straight Tubes (#6) and  
 connect that to the opposite Horizontal Bent Tube (#4). You will need to slide the Center T-bar   
 Support (#1) and Stand (#2) back to the center of the court.
5) The lower frame assembly is now complete with the center of the frame raised off the ground.
6)  Assemble one Vertical Post (#5) into the vertical tube on one End Base (#3). Slide one end of the
 net over the Vertical Post (#5).
7) Slide the remaining Vertical Post (#5) through the opposite end of the net, then install that Vertical  
 Post into the remaining End Base (#3).
8) Locate the white Tape Sleeve in the middle of the net and install the Center Thin Black Rod into  
 the sleeve. Once fully installed in the sleeve, the rod should be inserted into the hole of the T-bar  
 Stand (#1). Wrap the white Velcro strap (at bottom of mesh center) around the T-bar Stand (#1) to  
 set the height of the net center.
9)  Route the Net Tension End Straps around each Vertical Post (#5) and tension the net. Adjust the  
 height by moving the top of the strap to the tape mark on the post.

 

Champion Portable Pickleball Net 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

PARTS LIST
#1 - T-Bar (1) 
#2 - Stand (1) 
#3 - End Bases (2) 
#4 - Horizontal Bent Base Tubes (2)

#5 - Vertical Posts (2) 
#6 - Horizontal Straight Tubes (5)
#7 - Center Spreader Tube  (1)
#8 - Net (1)
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